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The future of research for advertising Jane Bloomfield and Greg Nyilasy, Hall & Partners, discuss the implications of advertising time travel in the digital age



I



T IS A commonplace that we are in the middle of a major revolution of advertising media and the advent of the digital era has changed all the rules of advertising. If so, it has wide-reaching implications across all areas of marketing, communications and research. The evolution of advertising is well documented. From the ‘more you tell, the more you sell’, product-led days of Claude Hopkins, with rational benefits driving short-term behavioural action; moving on to not simply informing but appealing, with Bill Bernbach arguing that ‘telling isn’t selling’ and reminding us that consumers don’t just purchase products, but make choices about brands: it became vital to make your brand mean more to consumers. Then, travelling further in time to the days of too much choice, the days of the emotional ‘fame game’, when the need to stand out, to say or do something different, became the focus. These approaches to advertising are well practised and effective. And now: the digital era. Where does the emerging digital age lead us on the advertising timeline? This challenging question has implications for agencies and clients, and gives us an opportunity to look afresh at how we research brands and their communications. Time for a new step on the research timeline. Our initial innovation journey started in 1991 with Mike Hall’s well-established (and much copied) framework model for understanding how advertising works. For each advertising strategy we introduced ‘models’ reflecting how each could be used to build stronger brand relationships – these models were Persuasion, Involvement, Salience and Sales Promotion. A new framework? In the early 2000s, it became clear it was time to look again at our framework, which had been developed in a world of big, broadcast, offline media, evolving the original model to encompass the different strategies employed by other communication disciplines (direct marketing,
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public relations, sponsorship, branded content and so on). We built new, tailored models reflecting each discipline and used this knowledge to develop an integrated campaign model. Over the last couple of years, we’ve turned our attention to digital. What are the implicit or explicit assumptions being made when clients or agencies use the medium? How does it work, what are its effects and how can we measure them? We talked to the best of the best in the digital agency world. We asked planners about the strategies they use for digital communications and how these strategies differ from other communications. We asked clients how they were using digital as part of their overall mix and what their expectations were. And finally, we had a good look at what sort of digital activity was out there. We were tantalised and enlightened by our conversations, which opened up a new world of communication possibilities. It was clear early on these had significant implications for research – not just in terms of methodology, but also the questions asked. We distilled our conversations into a simple model, that we call the ‘Butterfly Principle’ (see Figure 1) (1). FIGURE 1



The ‘Butterfly Principle’ Think



Do/Participate



Persuasion



Explore



Involvement



Salience Promotion



Play



Share Transact



The revelation was that each of our original communication models (persuasion, involvement, salience and promotion) has a ‘participatory’ counterpart. While the four key strategic models remain true today, digital evolves this



thinking, taking us further down the advertising timeline into an exciting new phase. Think and do It suggested that for every ‘think’ component of our original model, there is a corresponding ‘do’. Each core strategic avenue has a behavioural counterpart that can be activated. Successful digital advertising should include elements of both. Building on the persuasion model, digital allows consumers to explore the world at their fingertips. But beyond search marketing, brands are increasingly planned around exploration: consumers are invited to websites to discover the brand for themselves; information is made readily available to explore; guiding search behaviour, rather than proclaiming benefits, is the new persuasion model. Involvement strategies have also evolved in a more meaningful way. Digital enables consumers to play with brands and their communications and even create their own content. It gives people an opportunity to express their lighter side and interact with the brand. Many notable brands, such as Burger King and HP, have adopted the play strategy successfully. Digital gives tools to consumers to share their experiences in creative new ways, taking salience to new heights. Word of mouth (WOM) has always been powerful, but digital technology enables consumers to share their brand-related experiences more widely. Brand communities, viral and buzz marketing are well-known strategies in driving WOM. They are all about saliency in a new, more behavioural way. Many digital strategies use a promotional strategy to drive transactions with the company or brand. Closing the sale is often a key goal for digital activity. The key to successful campaigns is to understand how consumers interact in the digital space. At the core of the revolution is the explosion of consumer activeness. Technology has empowered consumers to do more than ever, turning the traditional understanding of media © World Advertising Research Center 2008
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and consumers on its head – in a shift from controlling to contributing. The Butterfly Principle testifies to the enormous potential of digital – tapping into consumer activity, in ways that were never accessible to marketers before. The research response Even though digital’s potential is enormous and its share of advertising spend rapidly increasing, the research industry has not universally risen to the challenge of measuring digital effectively. There are some research products available. However, they are generally oversimplistic, focusing on ads’ ability to stand out and generate clickthrough, often taking no account of longer-term brand-building. In response to this, we decided to conduct a major ‘Digital Experiment’ as part of an innovation initiative (see Box 1). What did we discover? 1. Most digital advertising is disappointingly conservative. When we analysed online advertising, our first observation was that the ads were shockingly conservative. Using available strategic briefs and observation, we identified the core strategy of all the ads. The majority were promotional. This was true across all categories, with only a small number achieving an even spread of strategies (notably automotive, food/beverage and technology) . The ads announced price discounts, two-for-one promotions and various forms of sweepstakes. Many others were like product sampling – simply announcing/showcasing new products and inviting consumers to ‘click here’ and explore further on the website. 2. Current digital campaigns are like direct marketing. The results show a very narrow bandwidth in terms of clickthrough rates (CTR). Some 99% of the cases where we obtained clickthrough data had CTRs 


3. It is possible to predict CTR potential.



With the dominance and supremacy of short-term, direct-response advertising, looking to elicit an immediate response, we recognised the need for a predictive tool and developed ClicksponseTM. It integrates a mix of attitudinal, intendedbehaviour (such as clicks and beyondclicks exploration) and behavioural-trace (actual clicks registered during the test) metrics to predict ad clickthrough (see Figure 2).



Our aim was to understand how CTR is driven by different strategies and stronger creative response. We achieved great success with the approach, with our metrics correlating closely with the independent ad-server CTRs. Our approach enabled us to predict online ad success, in terms of immediate response, before the ad is served online. It also demonstrated that ads with aboveaverage reported CTRs performed more strongly and robustly on all four key X



BOX 1



The Big Digital Experiment Our aim was: Develop smarter questions to reflect the new models for digital advertising. Develop superior methodologies to research digital and integrated advertising. Build a database of benchmark results. And when we say major, we mean it: X 23,000 interviews online. X February–May 2008. X US and UK. X 600 pieces of digital creative work. X All digital formats: static and rich media banners, online video, website/microsite (see Figure, below). X More than 250 major brands across all market categories. X Attitudinal and complementary behavioural trace metrics, for example, clicks and web analytics data, as well as dial tool, hotspot and eyetrace tracking. We invited our clients to participate in our ‘Big Digital Experiment’ and send us their current digital work. We also went to creative advertising tracking services Competitrack (US) and Nielsen AdDynamix (UK) for a random sample of competitive online ads within each test category. We obtained appropriate behavioural information and used ad server data (impressions, clickthroughs and conversions) for online advertising, and web visit information for websites. X X X
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Animated banner



Interactive banner



Online video ad
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creative metrics – particularly persuasion (see Figure 3).



FIGURE 2



How the ClicksponseTM methodology works Recruit target to survey



Exposure



As part of clutter



Rate client and competitor ad on multiple dimensions
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Cut through



Rate client and competitor brands on multiple dimensions



Brand commitment Advocacy Choice



Ad response: Think – Persuade Involve Salient Promote Do – Explore Play Share Transact



Brand relationships: Think – Persuade Involve Salient Promote Do – Explore Play Share Transact



In addition to attitudinal information, we also gathered behavioural data, e.g. clickthrough



Image Personality



FIGURE 3



Performance of ads with above-average reported CTRs
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4. The most effective ads combine different models. Looking at the most successful ads, there was enormous variation in the models they employed. Just because an ad was giving useful information didn’t mean it was also entertaining. While many followed sales response/persuasion strategies, they worked best when they also engaged their target audience. It was simply not good enough to aim for high CTRs by telling people what a fantastic product or offer was available. 5. Greater interaction drives greater involvement. Looking at the most successful ads, it becomes clear that the more interactive the activity, the stronger the creative response. It was not surprising to see Microsites come out top as being most engaging, with different levels of interactivity driving different responses (see Figure 4). Animation proved to be the most versatile format across different strategies, while interactive and video performed strongly in terms of standout and involvement, but did not always get a functional message across. Canon seemed to tick all the boxes (see case studies*). The discovery that the focus of online advertising was predominately promotional was no surprise, but definitely a disappointment. Most marketers seem to be using digital as a broadcast platform to push, to shout. Not to say it isn’t working for them, but in contrast with the ambitious claims of the digital revolution, online campaigns seem to be moving backwards on the advertising timeline. Lee Clow of TBWA recently lambasted the crowd at the AAAA’s Leadership conference in New York that current digital communications missed the mark. He said: ‘Online advertising is still seminowhere. It’s very intrusive and annoying and kind of the worst of our business in © World Advertising Research Center 2008
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terms of pop-up and flash, and jump up and down’. Not all digital communications are guilty. There are some great examples that attempt to build long-term brand relationships by engaging and entertaining. We were interested to explore these ads and microsites more closely to see if the brand-building ability held true. To our delight, we found plenty of evidence supporting more adventurous digital campaigns. Online ads and microsites intending to build the brand through exploration, play and sharing showed larger positive movements on brand measures. If the objective of digital campaigns is increasingly to build brand relationships, it is vital that the research tests brand impact. FIGURE 4



Average ad involvement – Top 2 box (I looked at it very/somewhat closely, because it’s very appealing online advertising/ it’s more appealing than other online ads)
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6. Digital ads are proven to drive strong shifts in brand relationships. Microsites and brand websites are the tools most commonly used to build brand relationships. Encouragingly, our results show that consumers can forge a deeper connection with the brand, in response to all formats (see Figure 5). Not only can digital activity help drive attitudinal consideration, but when looking at harder behavioural metrics, the results were clear (see Figure 6). While microsites and websites seem to be the best ways to build brand equity online, some online ads (particularly animated and online video) also work well. 7. The Butterfly Principle held true.



Not only did we find that the new ‘do’ metrics worked as questions that consumers could respond to, but they allowed us to understand the wider impact of digital activity that attitudinal and behaviouraltrace metrics simply cannot capture. For ads that work to a brand-building strategy, CTR is limited and inappropriate. And while attitudinal metrics certainly help in diagnosing how an activity is working, ‘do’ metrics provided harder, more holistic metrics alongside. The strongest ads tested achieved staggering brand shifts pre to post, with explore and share strategies driving deeper interaction and pass-on than traditional advertising. Without the ‘do’ metrics there is no way of knowing what further action might be taken in terms of FIGURE 6



FIGURE 5



Average brand commitment shift – pre- to post-ad exposure (Only/first brand I would consider)
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Average brand choice shift – pre- to post-ad exposure
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No standard approach There were significant findings from our Big Digital Experiment – not least that there is no one standard research solution in evaluating digital activity. For predictive testing of promotional activity, a short, snappy approach (such as ClicksponseTM) is best. A central benefit is that it is predictive, with key metrics correlating closely with actual CTRs, allowing activity to be optimised before launch. For brand-building activity, our Digital Presponse was highly successful, both for online advertising and micro/websites. It allowed us to assess the impact on what people felt about the brand, and also what action they were likely to take as a result. While digital campaigns will continue to have a significant role, driving direct response and transaction, the opportunity is for a deeper, brand-building role. We have passed through the era of passive consumers, right past active and we are now talking about engaged consumers. The potential for brands to provide greater meaning is huge. We have to be able to demonstrate the value of consumers finding their own paths and building their own brand stories, instead of being forced down a prescribed brand journey. To quote Lee Clow once more: ‘Internet advertising, cross my fingers and hope to God … is going to become more artful, more interesting … it’s going to take creative people to embrace the possibilities of what you can do on the internet and make it better and smarter …’. Our challenge is for research also to become better and smarter. ■ 1. T Willie: New models of communication for the digital age. Admap 487, October 2007. 2. For example, Eyeblaster 2007, Analytics Summary.
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* Three case studies can be viewed at www.admapmagazine.com/bloomfield 10
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